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long distances that lay "between the various countries and
islands. Yet the Greek colonisers, whenever they loft their
paternal homes to settle in distant strange lands, always
carried with them the manners, customs and the sacred fire of
their mother country and kept them safe in their new homes.
The Arnphictyony, despite its composition which was
theoretically quite sound and perfect, could not achieve the
practical results expected of a modern federation.
It soon disintegrated and its members fell asunder.
There were several reasons to account for this. The
various cities appointed the deputies in their separate
political capacities with the inevitable result that the idea
of a common nationality did not successfully grow in the
face of loyalty to the cities. The members felt themselves'
attached to the cities without feeling any respect for the
union. Secondly, the deputies of the stronger cities very
often awed and corrupted those of the weaker, and
succeeded in getting judgment passed in favour of the most
powerful party. This was a clear negation of the principle
of equality of the members composing the union, which
is so vital to the success of a federation. This principle,
therefore, though professed with all enthusiasm in theory,
could not survive when brought to the touchstone of
experience. " The smaller members, though entitled by the
theory of their system to revolve in equal pride and majesty
around the common centre, had become in fact, satellites
of the orbs of primary magnitude/' f
Besides, the Greeks did not realise the supreme necessity
of a closer union, and the mutual jealousies and ambitions
of the stronger members, chief of them, Athens and Sparta,
and the helpless and weak condition of the others made the
disruption of their union inevitable; yet this want of cohesion
among the members would not have so easily killed the union
if the outsiders had not tried to sow seeds of dissensions which
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